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HIGHLIGHTS 
 

Exploration - Adelaide Geosyncline 

 Drill testing priority gold targets at Black Hill prospect planned to commence August 2013. 

 Ground Magnetic Surveys carried out over the Black Hill, Kingston and Grove prospects to 
assist with the delineation of structural controls on potential gold-copper mineralisation. 

 Detailed mapping in conjunction with ground magnetic surveys and data reviews was  
undertaken resulting in ‘drill ready’ targets at the Black Hill, Kingston and Grove prospects  

Exploration - Yorke Peninsula  

 Further drill testing is warranted over IOCG targets at the Balgowan and Cross Prospects and 

will occur later in the year when cropping has been completed.   

 Further review of the results of drilling completed in February 2013 substantiates the 

prospectivity of the area. 

 Phoenix was awarded PACE Geochronology funding and technical support by DMITRE to 

confirm the iron oxide copper gold (IOCG) potential of its Yorke Peninsula Project.  

Exploration - Leigh Creek 

 Two tenements EL5300 and EL5264 were granted surrounding Phoenix Copper’s three 
Mining Leases. 

Corporate 

 $1 million funds received via $0.6 million convertible notes issue and $0.4 million Research 
and Development tax claim relating to 2012. 

 Successful amalgamation of exploration licences for expenditure reporting purposes 

resulting in significantly lower future expenditure requirements. 

 Cash available $1.1 million 
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1 EXPLORATION 

Phoenix Copper is primarily focussed on copper and gold mineral exploration in South Australia in 
three main project areas (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Phoenix Copper tenure,  South Australia 
Fe % 
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1.1 Adelaide Geosyncline 

Black Hill  

An RC drill program is scheduled to commence mid-August, comprising up to 10 holes.  The 
program is designed to identify further high grade gold mineralisation, in addition to:  

 Recognising the silver, lead and copper association to mineralisation to assist with future 
drill targeting;  

 Furthering understanding of structural and lithological controls on mineralisation; 

 Determining  the strike extent of mineralisation undercover to the north and south; and 

 Furthering development of a geological model (of low sulphidation epithermal quartz-
sulphide-gold-silver-copper mineralisation with supergene enrichment), for further 
exploration in the region. 

The Black Hill Prospect is situated approximately 22km to the north-east of Burra, 7km from 
Mongolata and within the historic Mongolata Goldfields (Figures 2 and 3).  Drilling by Phoenix 
Copper in 20091 intercepted high grade gold over two sections spaced 130m apart: 

 PCRB014: 39m @ 3.77g/t Au from 65m, including 
o 6m at 23.35g/t Au  

 PCRB009: 5m @ 15.00g/t Au from 47m, including  
o 3m at 24.91 g/t Au 

 

Figure 2: Adelaide Geosyncline tenement and prospect location plan. 
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 Refer PNX ASX announcement 25

th
 November 2009 
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A detailed review of all previous work on the Black Hill Prospect was undertaken to gain a clearer 
understanding of the structural and lithological controls of the gold mineralisation.  Re-analysis of 
rotary air blast (RAB) and diamond drilling samples shows a proximal association of silver, copper 
and lead to the gold mineralisation.  Historic reports relating to older workings indicate that silver 
and lead were also mined in addition to gold. 

A detailed ground magnetic survey has been completed over approximately 3km2 of the prospect 
(Figure 4).  The survey was designed to delineate potential structural controls on the gold 
mineralisation.  Initial processing of the data clearly defines the NNW striking lineament extending 
undercover to the north and south over a distance of 3km.  This survey, combined with detailed 
mapping and initial drilling by Phoenix Copper in 2009, confirms that the gold mineralisation is 
structurally controlled within the Watervale sandstone unit and appears to concentrate in steeply 
plunging lodes.  The current model is encouraging and is contrary to the previous conclusions that 
resulted in the suspension of this project. 

 

 

Figure 3: Gold sample from Byles Historic Mine within the Mongolata Goldfields; gold is with limonitic (Fe & Mn 
oxide) breccia lode. 

Mongolata 

The Mongolata goldfield is underexplored and underdeveloped, with opportunities for discoveries 
along the 12km line of old surface workings and at depth into primary mineralisation. 

The Mongolata goldfields are located approximately 15km north-east of the town of Burra.  They are 
wholly within EL4233 and EL4970 and are defined by several historic mines and a number of small 
workings extending in a north-south strike orientation for approximately 12km (Figures 2 and 4).  
Gold was discovered at Mongolata (Figure 3) in 1930, and since that time small tonnages of high 
grade ore have been mined (Mongolata state battery production - 11,129 oz. from 7,684 tonnes, 
average: 45g/t Au2).   

Detailed mapping and sampling in the area by DMITRE in the 1980s and more recently by Phoenix 
Copper indicates that the gold mineralisation occurs within auriferous quartz-limonitic breccia lodes 
and veins associated with the thrust faulted contact between the Cox Sandstone and the underlying 
Tapley Hill Formation.  Further mapping and sampling will focus on this contact in the coming 
months to advance targets to drill stage. 
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 The Mongolata Goldfield, I Plimer 1997. Redfire Resources NL 
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Figure 4: Location map showing Mongolata Goldfields, including the Black Hill Prospect. 

Eagle Prospect – North Burra 

Approvals have been obtained for 5 of the 6 drill targets identified by the reprocessing of the 
Induced Polarisation data (Figure 5). Drilling will commence once landowner and statutory 
approvals have been obtained.  The company expects to have these approvals in place prior to the 
end of September 2013.   

It is evident from the drilling to date and the reprocessed IP data that the high grade copper drill 
intercepts at the Eagle prospect are all located close to the surface and in the northern portion of a 
north-west trending IP high approximately 600m in length (Figures 5 and 6).  The targets identified 
all have the potential for copper sulphide mineralisation similar to that observed at Eagle where 
the best results from PCD00403 were 26.3m at 2.86% copper from 50.7m, including 15.7m at 4.65% 
copper from 61.1m, and 2.4m at 11.28% copper from 65.0m. 

                                                           
3
 Refer PNX ASX announcement 13

th
 December 2012 

PNX Ground  
Magnetics 

Previous PNX drilling – 
High Grade Gold results 

Drill program planned to 
further identify high 

grade gold mineralisation 

Recorded historical mined 
gold grades between 
33.1g/t and 79.7g/t 
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As previously reported, assay results from the sulphide zone in the hanging wall to the east of 
mineralisation at the Eagle Prospect (PCD0038 drilled March 2012) returned elevated copper and 
silver values. This zone was expected to be barren.  These results are therefore significant as they 
demonstrate that the footprint of the mineralising system at Eagle extends outside the higher grade 
envelope providing a larger target for exploration purposes, and increasing the Company’s 
understanding of the prospect and the controls on the mineralisation. 

   

Figure 5:  Reprocessed IP data at Eagle, targets 
(highs) are highlighted by the black dashed line. 

Figure 6:  Reprocessed IP data in 3D at Eagle 
showing IP highs as light blue shape

 

Grove Prospect – North of Eagle 

The Grove Prospect lies 5km north of Burra (Figure 2), and is a copper target which relates to the 
continuation of the north-south trending Kingston Fault associated with copper mineralisation at the 
Burra Mine (Monster Mine) and Eagle Prospect.  

Historic exploration in the region identified geophysical anomalies that warrant drill testing.  
Previous attempts to test these targets in 1999 were unsuccessful due to difficult ground conditions 
and uncontrolled ingress of ground water. Rig selection and water capture would alleviate this issue. 
The targets remain untested and Phoenix has completed a magnetic survey to assist with 
delineating the Kingston Fault, interpreted to be the host to significant mineralisation, and to 
prioritise drill targets.  The ground magnetic data is currently being processed. 
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1.2 Yorke Peninsula Project 

 

The next stage of exploration will plan to test the depth extents of the surface anomalies at Cross 
and Balgowan through basement drilling, along with further interpretation and analysis of recent 
geochemical results.  Access for basement drilling at Cross will be limited until cropping has been 
undertaken; this will likely be towards the end of 2013/beginning of 2014. 

Phoenix Copper’s 100% owned highly prospective Yorke Peninsula tenure consists of four 
Exploration Licenses and covers a significant land area of 1,419km² (Figure 1).  The tenements are 
adjacent to Rex Minerals’ Hillside deposit and within the Olympic Domain which hosts a number of 
large scale iron-oxide-copper-gold (IOCG) deposits.   

Anomalous copper was observed in drilling completed in the previous quarter in all areas tested with 
the best results coming from the Cross Prospect. Here drilling defined elevated copper at the 
basement interface coincident with gravity and magnetic anomalies that may indicate primary 
mineralisation at depth.  Further and deeper drill testing of the Cross target is warranted. 

PACE Geochronology Grant 

Phoenix Copper was granted funding and technical support by the South Australian Department of 
Manufacturing, Trade, Innovation, Resources and Energy (DMITRE) to help confirm the IOCG 
potential of its Yorke Peninsula Project.  The funding is part of the PACE 2020 Geochronology 
initiative.  

The study will focus on age-dating drillcore samples taken from holes from the SGVT1, SGVT9 and 
NGVT56 prospects on Phoenix Copper’s project.  The study will determine the age of the rocks and 
assist in a better understanding of the timing and geological setting in the southern Gawler Craton.  
The age determination of these samples will confirm if the alteration and mineralisation at the Yorke 
Peninsula Project is part of the same IOCG event (Hiltaba Event) responsible for the world class 
Olympic Dam IOCG deposit. The results will be available in approximately 6 months. 
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Figure 7: Drill core samples selected for age dating; A) PYD001 Haematite breccia, B) PYD003 Haematite 
fractured felsic gneiss, C) PYD005 sulphides bearing rhyodacite, and D) PYD001 sulphide bearing felsic gneiss  

 

Figure 8: Yorke Peninsula Tenure  
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1.3 Leigh Creek Project 

EL5264 and EL5300 were granted during June and July 2013 respectively.  The two exploration 
licences are in close proximity to the Company’s three Mining Leases - ML 5741, ML 5498 and ML 
5467 (Figures 1 and 9). 

The tenements lie in the northern part of the Adelaide Geosyncline and contain similar geological 
lithologies and structural settings to the surrounding copper deposits at Mountain of Light, Mt Coffin 
and Lynda-Lorna Doone, including the Historic Blinman Copper Mine. 

 

Figure 9: Location Map of Leigh Creek Project  - Exploration Licenses (blue) and Mining Leases (pink) 

2 OPERATIONS – LEIGH CREEK 

Mining and processing operations at Mountain of Light (MoL) remain under care and maintenance.  
During the quarter, the Company engaged an external advisor to assist with the sale of the project or 
to secure a joint venture partner to fund the operations.  Should production re-commence, Ion 
Exchange (with InnovEco Australia being the technology provider) is the preferred processing 
method due to its high overall copper recovery, low residence time, and the ability to process fine 
high clay ores. 
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3 FINANCIAL & CORPORATE 

As at 30th June 2013, Phoenix Copper had cash of $1.1 million.  In May 2013, the Company raised 
$0.6 million by way of convertible notes issued to two new investors.  The terms of the notes specify 
that repayment will occur via the issuance of shares (20 shares per note, or $0.05 per share – a 
significant premium to the market value of shares at the time of the issue of the notes) unless the 
Company elects to repay in cash.   

In May the Company received its research and development tax refund for the 2012 tax year in the 
amount of $0.39 million.  Previously approved PACE funding in the amount of $65,000 for the 2012 
Yorke Peninsula drill program was also received.  Further, the Company received cash proceeds of 
$0.1 million during the quarter from the sale of non-core assets and labour/equipment hire 
arrangements. 

Exploration expenditure was $0.34 million during the quarter, related primarily to the completion of 
the Yorke Peninsula RC/aircore shallow drilling program as well as geochemical analysis relating to 
Burra and Black Hill Projects.   

Forecast exploration costs for the September 2013 quarter of $0.18 million relate primarily to RC 
drilling of gold targets at the Black Hill Project and the drilling of high grade copper sulphide targets 
at the Eagle Prospect. 

Amalgamated expenditure arrangements have been approved by DMITRE for the Burra and Yorke 
Peninsula areas.  This has resulted in a reduction in the minimum exploration expenditure 
requirements by 45% and 20% respectively. 

Capital Structure  

At 30th June 2013 the Company had on issue a total of 179,707,749 fully paid ordinary shares, 
unchanged from the previous quarter.  There are currently no performance rights on issue, as 
250,000 rights lapsed unvested on 30th June 2013.  At 30th June 2013, the Company had 1.3 million 
unquoted options on issue, the latest of which expire in July 2015.  During the quarter 15.3 million 
options (with a 15 cent exercise price) expired. 

 

Competent Person’s Statement  

The information in this report that relates to Exploration Targets, Exploration Results, Mineral Resources or Ore 
Reserves is based on information compiled by Ms Nicole Galloway Warland (BSc (Hons)), a Competent Person 
who is a Member of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists and a full-time employee of Phoenix Copper 
Limited.  Ms Galloway Warland has sufficient experience relevant to the style of mineralisation and the type of 
deposits under consideration and to the activity being undertaken to qualify as a Competent Person as defined 
in the 2004 Edition of the “Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore 
Reserves”.  Ms Galloway Warland consents to the inclusion in this report of the matters based on her 
information in the form and context in which it appears. 

 
James Fox, CEO 
Telephone: +61 (0)8 8364 3188 
Email: info@phoenixcopper.com.au 
Website: www.phoenixcopper.com.au F
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